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Development of a flexible thin-film radio-absorbing structure for UHF and

SHF microwave range
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A broadband printed thin-layer radio absorbing structure based on an array of coupled dipole antennas has been

developed and created. The resulting material can be used to solve the problems of shielding electromagnetic waves

and reduce the level of electromagnetic emission from various devices in the 4−7GHz frequency range, as well as

to create building radio shielding materials.
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Introduction

The issue of reducing the electromagnetic emissions from

radio electronic devices is of great importance due to

the negative impact of electromagnetic waves (EMW) of

UHF and SHF bands on sensitive radio equipment [1–4]
and the human organism [4–8]. Effective reduction of

electromagnetic emission from radio electronic devices can

be achieved by placing wide-range radio-absorbing screens

(RAS) placed inside the housing of the devices, and

these screens provide the necessary level of electromagnetic

shielding.

Wide-range radio-absorbing screens are created abroad on

the basis of flat thin-film antenna structures [9–16], on foil

materials such as fiberglass RF/SHF boards [9]. However,

these radio-absorbing screens have a rather significant

weight with a large area of the shielded housing of the

radiating device, and there is also the problem of creating

large arrays of extended dipole elements of large size

for UHF-band frequencies [9,13–16]. A more promising

direction should be the direction of creating flexible wide-

range RASs using metal-screen printing technologies [17].
Such structures fabricated by thin-film technology (mask

magnetron or electron-beam sputter dep[osition, printing

with metallized ink, etc.) can have both pronounced

wide-range radio absorption and wide-range radio scree-

ning.

The objectives of this paper are the development

and study of the thin-layer radio-absorbing and radio-

shielding structure based on the array of coupled

dipole antennas to obtain a wide-range RAS suitable

for effectively reducing the level of electromagnetic

radiation from radio devices in the frequency range

2−7GHz in mechanical engineering and specialized const-

ruction.

1. Mathematic simulation

At the first stage, the simulation of the electromagnetic

parameters of a certain configuration of the thin-layer radio-

absorbing structure based on the array of coupled paired

triangular dipole antennas was performed. To accomplish

this task, the AWR Design Environment software package

was used, which allows designing and studying various SHF

structures. Passive wide-range RAS structures based on

copper triangular dipoles placed on the surface of dielectric

substrate were simulated.

The first simulated sample is the array of uncoupled

copper triangular dipoles with a jumper on a 75µm thick

polymer Mylar substrate (Fig. 1, a), for which the depen-

dence of the calculated complex transmission coefficient S21

on the frequency of electromagnetic radiation (Fig. 1, b) is

given.

The maximum value of radio screening obtained by

simulation for the described structure is −19.0 dB at a

frequency of 3.82GHz.

The second simulated sample is the array of electrically

coupled copper triangular dipoles with a jumper on a

75µm thick polymer Mylar substrate (Fig. 2, a), for which

the dependence of the calculated complex transmission

coefficient S21 on the frequency of electromagnetic radi-

ation (Fig. 2, b) is given. The maximum value of radio

screening obtained by simulation for the described structure

is −20.5 dB at a frequency of 3.72GHz. It was decided to

use this structure further as the basis for the RAS creation.

The analysis of the publications on approaches and

methods for creating thin-layer RASs showed [9–17] that

the most common and effective ways to create RASs are

chemical etching, printing using 3D printer, or a metallized

pattern sputtering of the array of absorbing elements onto

the surface of dielectric substrate. When creating a thin-

layer RAS, we chose the method of magnetron sputtering
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Figure 1. The RAS model based on the array of uncoupled copper triangular dipoles on a Mylar substrate (a) and the frequency

dependence of the parameter S21 (b).
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Figure 2. The RAS model based on the array of coupled copper triangular dipoles on Mylar substrate (a) and the frequency dependence

of the parameter S21 (b).

of metallized circuits as more promising than the method

of etching printed circuit boards in relation to the mass

characteristics of the created RAS.

2. Experimental part. RAS manufacturing

In this paper the following materials were used: copper

foil 0.3mm thick (purity 99.99%, China) as a target for

magnetron sputtering; nichrome foil Kh20N80 0.35mm

thick (RF) as a target for magnetron sputtering, Mylar

75µm thick (China), acetone (technical, RF), vinyl film

(China). To create RAS based on triangular coupled dipoles

a special stencil mask from a vinyl film (Fig. 3, a) was

designed and manufactured using a cutting plotter, which

was used when sputtering copper metal layer 300 nm thick

in the magnetron sputtering unit Quorum Q150T. The

current strength for magnetron sputtering with argon plasma

was 80mA at a sputtering rate of 40 nm/min. The resulting

RAS structure (Fig. 3, b) was protected from oxidation by

two layers of acrylate varnish with a total thickness of about

10−12µm applied by the spray method.

As you know, most modern smartphones can show the

level of the incoming signal in
”
dBµV/m“ units, which

makes it possible to study the throughput of the created

RAS based on coupled copper triangular dipoles on a flex-

ible Mylar substrate using improvised means (Fig. 4). The

smartphone digital indicator shows the power level of the

incoming signal of 3G-cellular communication at frequency

of 2.145GHz in the range of −40 to −130 dB µV/m.

Experiments conducted ten times shown that the smart-

phone shielding with RAS based on coupled copper trian-

gular dipoles on flexible Mylar substrate reduces the level

of 3G-signal reception by 15−22 dBµV/m, and on average

by 17.9 dBµV/m.

It was found that over time (more than a week) an

undesirable effect of copper film oxidation is observed

despite the presence of a protective layer of acrylate varnish,

which reduces the efficiency of 3G-signal radio shielding by

the fabricated screen to average level of 14.2 dBµV/m. To
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Figure 3. Fragments of components for RAS manufacturing: a — stencil mask for RAS manufacturing, lying on an aluminum substrate;

b — RAS sample based on coupled copper triangular dipoles on Mylar substrate; c — RAS sample based on coupled copper triangular

dipoles on Mylar substrate with a protective nichrome coating.

Figure 4. Measurement of 3G-signal level of a smartphone with

shielding by manufactured thin-layer RASs.

eliminate the effect of copper oxidation on newly created

RAS samples based on coupled copper triangular dipoles

on the flexible Mylar substrate the protective anticorrosion

layer of Kh20N80 nichrome 50 nm thick was sputtered on

top. The obtained sample of the modified RAS is shown in

Fig. 3, c.

The frequency dependences of the reflection loss param-

eter S11 in free space were measured for the created RAS

on Mylar substrate with a 300 × 300mm aluminum plate

placed behind it and with perpendicular irradiation of the

RAS. As a signal generator and spectrum analyzer we used

vector network analyzer KC901V (Deepace Technology,

China) and wide-range log-periodic printed antennas KC

R100B for the 0.38−8GHz band with 50� coaxial power

line. The measuring channel was calibrated without RAS

using a radio-reflecting aluminum plate located on a radio-

absorbing sheet ECCOSORBr AN (Laird Technologies,

USA). The result of measuring the parameter S11 for

the array 2× 2 of fabricated RASs with total size of

200 × 200mm based on coupled metallized dipoles with

vertically polarized signal is the following frequency depen-

dence (Fig. 5).
According to the data in Fig. 4, RAS made on the basis of

metallized dipoles has pronounced radio absorption peaks in

the frequency range from 4 to 6GHz.

The transmission parameter S21 vs. frequency in free

space were measured for the manufactured RAS on Mylar

substrate. When creating the measuring setup, we used the

recommendations in [18]. As a signal generator and spec-

trum analyzer we used vector network analyzer KC901V

(Deepace Technology, China) and wide-range log-periodic

printed antennas KC R100B for the 0.38−8GHz band with

50� coaxial power line. The electromagnetic shielding

efficiency of the shield under study was determined from

the measured values of S21, determined by the method of

circuit vector analysis, using the following formula [19]:

SE� = 20 · log10 |S21|. (1)
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Figure 5. S11 parameter vs. frequency for 2× 2 array of the

manufactured RASs.
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Figure 6. Characteristics of 2× 2 array of manufactured RASs: S21 parameter vs. frequency for 2× 2 array of manufactured RASs (a);
the maximum level of signal attenuation vs. angle of rotation of RAS with respect to the antennas (b).

The result of measuring the parameter S21 for the array

2× 2 of fabricated RASs with total size of 200 × 200mm

based on coupled copper dipoles with vertically polarized

signal is the following frequency dependence (Fig. 6).

According to the experimental data of measurements with

wide-range log-periodic antennas in the studied frequency

range of 2−7GHz, the fabricated printed radio-absorbing

structure has a signal transmission coefficient with loss level

of > −10 dB at frequencies of electromagnetic radiation in

the range from 4.17 to 5.56GHz (Fig. 6, a). The observed

discrepancy between the type of frequency dependence of

the calculated (Fig. 2, b) and experimental transmission loss

modulus (Fig. 6, a) of the created radar absorbing screen

is connected, in our opinion , with the following reasons:

1) inaccurate knowledge of the required electrodynamic

parameters, which were used in the simulation of thin-

film metal materials produced by magnetron sputtering;

2) technical problems in the manufacture of the printed

array of coupled dipole antenna elements; 3) neglect of the

effect of the used protective anti-corrosion layer of nichrome

50 nm thick.

Conclusion

This type of shielding frequency-selective structure has

a transparency window in the range of 2−3GHz and

wide-range radio shielding in the frequency range of

electromagnetic waves from 4 to 7GHz, which depends

on the type of polarization of electromagnetic wave and

on irradiation angles. In this case, radio shielding from 4

to 7GHz is mainly due to the radio absorption of EMW

in thin films of copper and nichrome in the form of

rhomboid dipoles with a gap. When the position angle

of the RAS changes with respect to the polarization of

the incident electromagnetic radiation from the log-periodic

irradiating antenna, the efficiency of the observed radio

shielding of the RAS decreases (Fig. 6, b). Based on

the calculated electromagnetic parameters, the proposed

crossed radio-absorbing screen structure can be classified

as a metamaterial [20].
Thus, as a result of the work execution, a flexible

thin-layer printed radio-absorbing structure was designed,

optimized and manufactured, it is suitable for effective

reduction of the level of electromagnetic radiation from

radio devices in the frequency range of 4−7GHz.
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